**WORDS**

A list of words you think are associated with the vocabulary term. *The list can be created by looking at the picture provided with the term.*

**DEFINITION**

Use the words in the first box to create a definition for the vocabulary term.

**PICTURE**

Use the words and definition to sketch a picture that represents the vocabulary term.

**SENTENCE**

Use all the information about the vocabulary term to write a context clue sentence using the term.
Temperature

Air Pressure

Less Molecules = Less Weight = Lower Air Pressure

More Molecules = More Weight = Greater Air Pressure

Images from: http://hendrix2.uoregon.edu/~imamura/102/section2/chapter13.html
Humidity (also known as Moisture or Water Vapor)

Wind

Images from: http://www.webpages.uidaho.edu/~simkat/cors220_files/windflow.jpg